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Summary Information

Abstract:
The collection consists of correspondence and financial documents of Mykola Tanchak. The collection also includes photographs and postcards.

Physical description:
0.15 lf (5 folders)

Language(s):
English, Ukrainian

Arrangement
This collection is arranged in three series:
Series I: Correspondence, 1927-1964, undated
Series II: Financial Documents, 1950-1964
Series III: Photographs and Postcards, 1927, undated

Scope and Contents
The collection consists of correspondence and financial documents of Mykola Tanchak. The collection also comprises photographs and postcards.

Biographical note:
Mykola Tanchak was presumably a philanthropist. There is no biographical information available.

Description
The collection is arranged into three series.
Series I: Correspondence consists of correspondence with individuals and organizations of Mykola Tanchak. Two individual letters deal with a creation of library in the village of Stil’s’k in Galicia (now, it is a village of Stil’s’ko in L’viv region) to which Mr. Tanchak donated money in the 1920s.
Series II: Financial documents consist of 11 donation receipts for Ukrainian Congress Committee.
Series III: Photographs and postcards consist of two photographs and three postcards. The 1927 photograph depicts a chorus of the “Prosvita” library in the village of Stil’s’k in Galicia. The undated photograph depicts delegates of the Oborona Ukrainy (The Defense of Ukraine) convention in New York. Three postcards depict monuments to “Poliahlym za voliu Ukrainy” (Perished for the Freedom of Ukraine)

Using the Collection
Access Restrictions
This collection has no restrictions.
**Restrictions on Use**
Single photocopies may be made for research purposes. The Shevchenko Scientific Society maintains ownership of the physical material only. Copyright remains with the creator and his/her heirs. The responsibility to secure copyright permission rests with the patron.

**Preferred Citation**
Identification of specific item; Date (if known); Petro Andrusiv Papers; Box and Folder; Shevchenko Scientific Society Archive.

**Provenance and Acquisition**
There is no information available.

**Subject Headings**
The subject headings listed below are found in this collection. The collection indexed in the Shevchenko Scientific Society library subject catalog by the following subjects:

Patrons

**About the Finding Aid / Processing Information**
**Processing Information**
Papers Processed by Ostap Kin in 2012
Finding aid written by Ostap Kin in 2012
CONTAINER LIST

**Series I: Correspondence, 1927-1964, undated**

**Correspondence with Individuals, 1927-1963:**
- Danylyk, New York, 1963
- Kyzons’kyi, Mykola, Stil’s’k, 1927
- Lotots’ka, Helen, New York, 1940
- Tsehlins’kyi, Mykola, New York, 1929

**Correspondence with Organizations, 1929-1964, undated:**
- Shevchenko Memorial Committee, 1964
- Ukrainian Congress Committee, New York, undated
- Ukrainian Workingmen’s Association, Scranton, 1929

**Series II: Financial documents, 1950-1964**
- Donation receipts for Ukrainian Congress Committee, New York, 1950-1964

**Series III: Photographs and postcards, 1927, undated**

**Photographs, 1927, undated:**
- Delehaty z’izdu Oborony Ukrainy, New York, undated
- Havryliuk, Ia., see: Khor chytalni “Prosvita”
- Khor chytalni “Prosvita,” Stil’s’k, 1927
- Kozyns’kyi, Mykola, see: Khor chytalni “Prosvita”

**Postcards, undated:**
- Monuments for Poliahlym za voliu Ukrainy, Glen Spay, undated